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stupid as they pretend to be. Down underneath they know that God

is revealing Himself in nature, and they know that they are Inexcus

able; they turn their face another way and pretend that they don't

see it. Actually they are merely kidding themselves.

All of us kid ouselves at times in one way or another. We

know what we ought to do but we just look the other way and try to

forget it. Ie know at point after point whet the Lord requires of

us, or whet a situation requires of use We know what we ought to do

but we look the other way and go straight on and hope that people will

think that we are just stupid enough not to see what we should do.

At length we cease to think about the matter at all.

Special Revelation

The statement about general revelation with which the Confession

begins is introduced the word "although". The fact that all men

can see proof of God in nature is taken as a starting point, but it Is

stressed that this is not sufficient for salvation. Much more must be

known, And it can be learned only through a special revelation from

God Himself*

The Westminster Confession of Faith begins with the claim that

we have such a. revelation in the Bible. The Scripture is the founda..

tI.on of our knowledge in the field of religion.

Enemies of Christianity often speak of us as Bible-worshippers.

The term is utterly wrong: nobody actually worships the Bible, But

it is almost impossible to ovejtate the importance of the Bible in

religion, for it is our one end only means of learning religious things

beyond the bare fundamentals which are displayed in nature, It is our

mean4t
access to the vital facts. It is the foundation of our know

ledge, Without it we are blind in this field, because we have no access

to its data.

Recently I played a mean trick on my little boy. Though be is less
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